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Introduction: Nowadays, in youth football categories and in the primary school context, the birth month 

of the athlete or student is usually associated with performance. This phenomenon is known as relative 

age effect (RAE), and it’s related to positive performance because of the maturation advantage in those 

children who were born in the first months of the year in detriment of those who were born in the last 

months of the year (Towlson et al., 2017). Most studies describes the relationship between physical fitness 

or anthropometric variables and RAE (Deprez et al., 2013). Only few studies stablish relationship between 

academical achievement and RAE granting advantage for early-maturation children (Navarro et al., 2015). 

The aim of the present study is to analyse the presence of the RAE and his incidence on the physical 

fitness and academical achievement, as well as the relationship between physical and academical 

performance. 

 

Methods: A sample of N=79 young football players (between 9-11 years old), belonging to 6 different 

teams of a Spanish elite football academy will be selected. Players will be grouped according to date of 

birth. RAE will be analysed according the division of players in two groups (those who were born in the 

first half-semester of the year and those who were born during the second half-semester). The studied 

physical fitness variables will be 1) Cardiovascular Fitness, 2) Speed and 3) Agility. Academical 

achievement will be measured by the grades obtained (scored from 0 to 10)  in the last trimester (from 

September to December), in the core subjects established by the Spanish Educational Program for the 

primary school: a) Natural Sciences, b) Social Sciences, c) Spanish Language and Literature, d) 

Mathematics and e) Foreign Language – English. Univariate ANOVAs will be performed to analyse the 

influence of the RAE in different dependent variables. Linear correlations will be used to determine the 

relation between the academical and physical performance variables in the players who were born in the 

half-semester of the year and those who were born in the second half-semester. 

 

Results: Since present study is performing yet and we are collecting the data, our presentation will show 

the results related to the relationship between RAE and young player’s physical fitness, besides 

academical achievement to consider if any maturation advantage exists for early-maturation players in 

the studied sample. In that case, we will present result grouping the sample of players in two half-

semesters, according to birth month. Results relating physical and academical performance will be 

exposed to determine if best academic marks imply less physical fitness value. 

 

Discussion & Conclusions: Our findings pretend to demonstrate if RAE could benefit players born in the 

first month of the year, in detriment of those who were born in the last month of the year because of the 
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early-maturation effect. We pretend to show the presence of a relationship between RAE and physical 

fitness variables (cardiovascular fitness, speed and agility) and which one could be the most influenced 

by the birth month of the sample. Evidence can justify the adoption of bio-banding strategies for an equal 

sport activity, and his organization. It can be helpful to guarantee a practice according to the athlete 

maturation age, as other studies show (Cumming et al., 2017). Equally, we expect to know the influence 

of RAE relating to academical performance, in order to stablish if the academical achievement is mediated 

by the birth month (González-Vallinas et al., 2018). It could mean that a reflection about a restructuration 

of the Spanish Educational Program has to be placed, due to early-maturation players advantages are no 

longer limited to fitness variables, because academical achievement is also influenced. 
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